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Have you considered outsourcing an AutoCAD Engineer for your project? Aside from reducing
the cost of labor and not having to provide an office seat and facilities, to enable your
business to keep growing without increasing Fixed Overheads. ADDMORE AutoCAD and BIM
services offer high quality, accurate drawings with quick turnaround. ADDMORE always
provides clear and efficient communication and affordable pricing for architectural, and
interior fit-out projects globally but primarily in the USA, UK, Middle East, and Australia.
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We have a global team of qualified and
experienced AutoCAD Engineers who
can manage multiple projects, of
various projects types in hospitality,
residential, commercial, medical,
adaptive reuse, and marine. ADDMORE
also provides support services to
Architects and Interior Designers.
The key factor in outsourcing AutoCAD
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ADDMORE services have four models
for pricing:
*Hourly Rate *Price per Project and
Project Output *Offshore Staff Leasing
*Managed Offshore Outsourcing
The main benefit to your company is
scalability enabling you to increase your
team but NOT your fixed overheads OR
decrease your team when the demand is
not requiring it.
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